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WAGNER A NIETZSCHE: KONCEPT EVOLUCE
ABSTRACT   Grasping the far-reaching consequences of taking time and change seriously, both Richard Wagner’s Ring tetralogy and Friedrich 
Nietzsche’s dynamic worldview reflected the emerging evolutionary framework. Each creative genius acknowledged the pervasive struggles 
and conflicts within social existence, while anticipating a devastating challenge to traditional values and emphasizing the power of the will 
and an affirmation of life. With them, the perspective of Darwinian evolution now encompassed both art and philosophy; a new model of this 
universe is offered. Although Wagner saw humankind ending with the death of the hero Siegfried, Nietzsche envisioned the fulfillment of our 
species in the future appearance of the superior overhuman as the goal of ongoing evolution on our earth.
KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA     změna; Darwin; evoluce; nadčlověk; fi lozofi e; cyklus Prsten Nibelungů; čas; vesmír; hodnoty; vůle
ABSTRAKT   Wagnerova tetralogie Prsten Nibelungů a Nietzschův dynamický pohled na svět odrážely nově se formující paradigma evoluce, 
věnovaly totiž náležitou pozornost konceptům času a změny s jejich dalekosáhlými důsledky. Oba géniové tvořivosti uznávali boje a kon-
flikty, zcela prostupující sociální bytí a očekávali, že lidstvo bude postaveno před výzvu, která převrátí naruby tradiční hodnoty. Přitom však 
zdůrazňovali sílu vůle a přetrvání života. Díky Wagnerovi a Nietzschovi zahrnula Darwinova perspektiva evoluce jak umění, tak filozofii; 
vzniká nový model vesmíru. Wagner sice se smrtí hrdiny Siegfrieda předjímal konec lidstva, Nietzche si však představuje naplnění poslání 
našeho druhu v budoucím příchodu nadřazeného nadčlověka, který je cílem pokračující pozemské evoluce.
KEY WORDS    Change; Darwin; Evolution; Overhuman; Philosophy; Ring operas; Time; Universe; Values; Will
In terms of ideas, one may argue that Charles Darwin (1809-
1882) was the central thinker of the nineteenth century. He 
had brought about an intellectual revolution that demolished 
all previous interpretations of a wrongly assumed eternal and 
fi xed world, or one that was believed to have been  divinely 
created recently in only six days. His concept of evolution 
would have a  pervasive and profound infl uence on science, 
philosophy, and even theology, as well as the arts. Nothing 
escaped this iconoclastic view of time and change as 
ongoing evolution. It is within this Darwinian context 
that the major  seminal works of both Richard  Wagner and 
Friedrich  Nietzsche are seen to refl ect this enlightened 
awareness of dynamic reality.  
PROLOGUE: WAGNER & NIETZSCHE In the history of music, Wagner’s epic tetralogy Der Ring des 
Nibelungen (1876) is one of the greatest works of art in human 
history; it revolutionized the concept of opera in music. Like-
wise, Nietzsche’s epic worldview in Th us Spake Zarathustra 
(1883-1885) is one of the  greatest works of philosophy in 
human history; it rigorously challenged all previous human-
centered ideas, beliefs, values, and perspectives. Each thinker 
interpreted reality in terms of a cosmic cycle.
What is not usually recognized is that both remarkably 
infl uential works are grounded in the concept of evolution. 
Both works off er a dynamic view of nature  in general, 
and  life  in particular. Each thinker had grasped the 
signifi cance of time and change, especially concerning the 
place of our own species within natural history. Yet, Wagner’s 
process view of life is closed, ending with the emergence of 
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the human being. In sharp contrast, Nietzsche’s speculations 
on the future of evolution are open, envisioning the eventual 
appearance of the overhuman. 
Fig. 1. Charles Darwin (Portrait).
During the Age of Enlightenment, several natural philosophers 
were very critical of both the Church and the State at that time; 
they saw these two institutions as an entrenched impediment to 
advances in the human world. These major thinkers took both 
time and change seriously, offering a dynamic interpretation 
of social history. They called for educational reforms, giving 
priority to science and reason over myths, legends, personal 
opinions,  and religious beliefs. As such, these natural 
philosophers advocated using the scientific method, rigorous 
critical reflection, and open inquiry in both the natural 
and social sciences. They focused their attention on our 
own species, and saw process as progress. With their emphasis 
on empirical facts and rational concepts, these enlightened 
thinkers offered an  intellectual atmosphere that paved the 
way for the emergence of a new philosophical anthropology 
grounded in an evolutionary framework.
The ideas and  values of the Enlightenment were best 
expressed in the writings of the Marques de Condorcet 
(1734-1794). His unabashed secular worldview is reflected in 
Wagner’s destruction of the gods and goddesses. As a result of 
INTRODUCTION
ongoing progress in science and technology, Condorcet even 
envisioned a future in which the human being would enjoy an 
indeterminate lifespan (as did the recent philosopher Marvin 
Farber). Consequently, one may  argue that in this bold 
speculation, he had anticipated the coming of a posthuman 
as foreshadowed in Nietzsche›s conception of the emergence 
of an overhuman.          
In the middle of the nineteenth century, both Richard 
Wagner[i] (1813-1883) and Friedrich Nietzsche[ii] (1844-
1900) did present a dynamic view of the world that empha-
sized the transitory existence of our human species within 
the flux of reality: Wagner’s operatic masterpiece Der Ring des 
Nibelungen offers a cosmology within which one experiences 
the  ongoing changes in nature from the beginning of this uni-
verse and life itself to the end of the gods and goddesses, while 
Nietzsche’s philosophical writings, particularly his provoca-
tive book  Thus Spake Zarathustra, proclaim that the human 
species is merely a temporary link between the earlier fossil 
apes and the future superior beings. These two interpretations 
of a dynamic world clearly reflect the evolutionary framework 
that was emerging in the natural and social sciences, as well as 
in philosophy, before the twentieth century.
It was the pivotal works of Charles Darwin[iii] that present-
ed the idea of evolution in natural philosophy as a scientific 
theory with far-reaching consequences for understanding and 
appreciating our human species as a recent part of organic 
nature. Darwin had taken seriously the new geological per-
spective with its vast periods of time and pervasive ongoing 
changes. He extended this dynamic view of earth history from 
geology to biology. His two provocative ground-breaking vol-
umes, On the Origin of Species (1859) and The Descent of Man 
(1871), gave both compelling empirical evidence and  con-
vincing rational  arguments for the mutability of all species, 
including our own, throughout organic history. As such, Dar-
win initiated a conceptual revolution in terms of biological 
evolution. One would never again look at this universe, all 
forms of life, and our planet as they had been seen by earlier 
thinkers.
In his major work  On the Origin of Species, Darwin boldly 
presented a comprehensive but nevertheless controversial 
theory for the fact of organic evolution in terms of science 
and reason. His own evidence and experience persuaded him 
that species change in nature, resulting in biological evolution 
over sweeping eras of geological time; the awesome implica-
tions of the fossil record in the geological column were un-
deniable. With its penetrating insights and provocative con-
clusions, the Darwinian framework now seriously challenged 
the entrenched traditional ideas, beliefs, values, and perspec-
tives. This growing awareness of pervasive change throughout 
planetary history had also emerged in the scientific and philo-
sophical thoughts of several other significant thinkers in the 
nineteenth century, e.g., Ludwig Feuerbach, Ernst Haeckel, 
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Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Thomas Huxley, Jean-Bap-
tiste Lamarck, Charles Lyell, Karl Marx, Arthur Schopenhau-
er, Herbert Spencer, and Alfred Russel Wallace.[iv] 
Enlightened thinkers could no longer take seriously a recent 
creation of this world and the eternal  fixity of species. For 
the evolutionist, everything is subject to change, from plants 
and animals to human societies and their cultures. However, 
Darwin himself never extended his evolutionary viewpoint to 
account for either the beginning or the end of this universe. 
Nor did he ever seriously consider the origin or end of life 
itself. But other scientists, as well as philosophers, were quick 
to understand and appreciate both the cosmic and the plan-
etary consequences of the fact of evolution. Furthermore, the 
fact of evolution established a scientific framework for a new 
philosophical anthropology.   Several artistic thinkers quick-
ly incorporated an evolutionary orientation into their world-
views, including Richard  Wagner and Friedrich  Nietzsche. 
Although interpretations of evolution range from material-
ism, through vitalism and spiritualism, to mysticism, they 
all acknowledge change as being both a creative and destruc-
tive force in nature.
Reflecting the Darwinian movement, both Wagner and Ni-
etzsche accepted and promoted an evolutionary interpre-
tation of both the natural and social worlds; Wagner in his 
music-drama tetralogy  Der Ring des Nibelungen[v] and Ni-
etzsche in his colossal idea of the eternal recurrence of this 
same universe.[vi] In these two creative geniuses, a fixed view 
of nature and society is replaced by a dynamic view of all real-
ity. A process conception of this cosmos is emphasized, which 
focuses on pervasive change within an evolutionary frame-
work. Also, Wagner and Nietzsche offered both elevating and 
disturbing insights into human existence. One wonders what 
Darwin the scientist would have thought if he had experi-
enced Wagner’s monumental Ring operas in Bayreuth, and 
if he had read Nietzsche’s metaphysical speculations on the 
eternal recurrence of this exact universe.
Fig. 2. Richard Wagner (Portrait).
Richard Wagner’s idea of the music-drama as a Gesamtkunst-
werk evolved out of his desire to create a new art-form that 
synthesized music, poetry, and drama into a total experience 
for the audience. He was especially influenced by Shakespeare’s 
plays and Beethoven’s symphonies, as well as the philosophical 
views of Feuerbach and Schopenhauer.  As in the Greek 
tragedies, Wagner’s operas are intensified representations of 
the human world. They also have profound philosophical 
significance, particularly concerning conflicting interests and 
struggling individuals within social development as presented 
in the four music-dramas of Der Ring des Nibelungen. More-
over, Wagner’s leitmotif technique gave unity to his epic Ring 
mythology; a distinct musical theme represented major ob-
jects, events, emotions, and characters, e.g., there is a leitmotif 
for the magic sword and Alberich’s curse. In fact, these musi-
cal themes evolve throughout this vast work. In general, one 
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could interpret the entire Ring cycle as a web of leitmotifs that 
is evolving like a huge organism! Furthermore, Wagner’s Ring 
characters are not fixed either; individuals change from scene 
to scene (especially in their psychological makeup). 
Wagner’s Ring cosmology starts with the creation of a primor-
dial reality. It is a three-tiered world: dwarfs live under the 
ground in Niebelheim, giants live on the earth in Riesenheim, 
and gods and goddesses live above the ground in Valhalla (the 
demigod Loge is able to move throughout this world). At the 
beginning of Das Rheingold, one hears a musical introduction 
to the Wagner cosmos that is quintessentially the emergence 
of the Rhein river.  Then, a succession of important life-forms 
appears: fishlike Rheinmaidens, dwarfs, gods and goddesses, 
giants, clans of men and women (including vassals, warriors, 
and heroes), and eventually Siegfried as a free human being. 
It must be noted that not all of these creatures emerge at once. 
The viewer is always aware of time and transformation. The 
flowing Rhein, treacherous storms, a magic Tarnhelm, and 
the activities of Loge as the conniving demigod of magic fire 
are obvious symbols of pervasive change in the Ring cycle. As 
this tragic epic unfolds, there is both struggle and conflict in 
terms of wanting possession of the all-powerful Ring made 
from the magic Rheingold. The flux of existence sweeps char-
acters and situations to an inevitable tragic end.
With his fluid events in  Das Rheingold, Wagner does not 
give us a static worldview; characters and situations are con-
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Fig. 3. Das Rheingold (Final Scene).
Fig. 4. Die Walküre (Siegmund & Sieglinde).
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Fig. 5. Die Walküre (Wotan & Brünnhilde).
stantly changing. For example,  Alberich the dwarf changes 
himself first into a large serpent and then into a small toad 
(both an early form of life on earth). Furthermore, the sto-
len lump of reddish gold passes first from the naïve water-
maidens who had guarded it, then through ugly Alberich the 
underworld Nibelung (who fashioned the magic Ring) and 
insecure Wotan the head god, and finally to stupid Fafner the 
giant. Nevertheless, both Alberich and Wotan still covet the 
power of this now twice-cursed Ring. Erda, the all-wise earth-
goddess, is aware of the tragic course of inevitable events. In 
Das Rheingold, she tells Wotan, chief of the gods, that: “Alles, 
was ist, endet. Ein düstrer Tag dämmert den Göttern: dir rat’ 
ich, meide den Ring!”[vii]  In the final scene of Das Rhein-
gold, with false security, the gods and goddesses follow Wotan 
across a rainbow-bridge and into their giants-built castle 
Valhalla. This so-called evening of the Ring cycle presents a 
dramatic introduction to a Heraclitian universe of pervasive 
change within which there is an endless clash between good 
and evil.
In Die Walküre, special human beings emerge, first represent-
ed by the twins Siegmund and Sieglinde. Out of their mutual 
passion, Siegfried will be born. Thus, there is progress from 
greedy Alberich, the dwarf, to loving Siegfried, the free hero 
who will appear in the third music-drama. In the final scene of 
Die Walküre, Wotan kisses immortality away from Brünnhil-
de, his favorite daughter, and then leaves her  on the fire-
surrounded Valkyries’ rock. Yet, Brünnhilde  is not eternally 
fixed in time; she will eventually be awakened by Siegfried.
Fig. 6. Die Walküre (Final Scene).
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In the first act of Siegfried, the free hero discovers Siegmund’s 
magic sword.   Then, Siegfried kills both the deceitful dwarf 
Mime and the contemptuous giant Fafner (who had changed 
himself into a fierce dragon), claims the Ring as his own, and 
finds the now-mortal Brünnhilde  on the fire-surrounded 
Valkyries’ rock. In both the characters Siegfried and Brünnhil-
de, the action-restricting laws and duty-bound feelings of the 
gods and goddesses are replaced by human emotions and hu-
man aspirations.
Fig. 7. Siegfried (Portrait).
Extinctions are a crucial part of organic evolution. In the final 
act of Götterdämmerung, there is a mass extinction. The evil 
Hagen had desired the Ring for himself, but his having con-
trived the death of innocent Siegfried results in Brünnhilde 
setting the world ablaze; raging flames quickly consume both 
the mighty gathering hall of the Gibichungs and the glorious 
castle Valhalla.  As such, Brünnhilde’s selfless  act brings ex-
tinction to the gods and goddesses. Likewise, all of the differ-
ent races vanish from the earth due to the fire. Interestingly 
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Fig. 8. Siegfried (First Act).
Fig. 9. Götterdämmerung (Final Act).
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enough, one does not see the death of Alberich. Next, with 
the flooding of the Rhein river, the Ring is once again with 
the three Rheinmaidens; appropriately, the last word uttered 
in the cycle was “Ring” by Hagen, just before he is drowned 
by the Rheinmaidens. This completes the cycle of creatures 
and events. As a consequence, one is back to the beginning of 
Wagner’s mythic world. Yet, was this the first such cycle? Or, 
will a new cycle of evolving life-forms begin? 
Wagner’s Ring mythology presents a tragic interpretation of 
the human world within a dynamic universe;  the death of 
Siegfried, due to greed and evil, is followed first by a confla-
gration that destroys the old order of things and then a flood 
that redeems everything. The flowing Rhein and magic Ring 
endure, but one is left to wonder if evolution will now create a 
new and perhaps better world.
Wagner enthusiastically read the scientific writings of Dar-
win, but only after the publication of his Ring librettos.[viii] 
Nevertheless, Wagner had already been familiar with the 
idea of evolution from reading the philosophical works of 
both Feuerbach and Schopenhauer.[ix]
Fig. 10. Friedrich Nietzsche (Portrait).
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Going beyond Darwin, Friedrich Nietzsche offered an inter-
pretation of nature that considered both the philosophical im-
plications and theological ramifications of taking the fact of 
evolution seriously. He was not oblivious to either geological 
time or the paleontological record. He accepted the most con-
troversial consequence of Darwin’s theory: humankind had 
evolved from remote apelike ancestors, in a completely natu-
ralistic process, without recourse to any supernatural causal-
ity. Even the mental faculties of human beings, including love 
and reason, were acquired during the natural course of evolu-
tionary ascent from earlier primate forms to our own species. 
Today, anthropologists acknowledge the fact that the human 
animal differs merely in degree, rather than in kind, from the 
four great apes (orangutan, gorilla, chimpanzee, and bonobo).
For Nietzsche, evolution is the correct explanation for organic 
history and (as he saw it) this process has startling inferences 
for both scientific cosmology and philosophical anthropol-
ogy: God is no longer necessary to account for either the ex-
istence of this universe or the emergence of humankind from 
prehistoric apelike animals (both Wagner and Nietzsche were 
unabashed atheists). Moreover, this philosopher held that the 
NIETZSCHE & EVOLUTION
Fig. 11. Quote from Friedrich Nietzsche.
factual perspective of organic evolution led to an inevitable 
collapse of all traditional ideas,  beliefs, and values. For Ni-
etzsche, reality is devoid of both objective meaning and spiri-
tual purpose. Consequently, for him, there can be no eternal 
facts, absolute truths, fixed values, or certain morality. How-
ever, Nietzsche’s philosophy challenges one to overcome suf-
fering and obstacles in order to survive and become a creative 
individual who can say “Yes!” to existence. In this sense, his 
worldview is a positive one which stresses creativity, despite 
the suffering in the world. Furthermore, concerning inter-
preting the world,  Nietzsche held that there are an infinite 
number of perspectives.  However, his  awesome conception 
of time and evolution as the eternal recurrence of this same 
material reality seems to contradict his rigorous perspectiv-
ism, i.e., Nietzsche now held the eternal recurrence to be an 
all-embracing true interpretation of cosmic existence.
Nietzsche had incorrectly assumed that the outcome of Dar-
winian evolution by natural selection could only account for 
the success of inferior (weak and mediocre) forms of life sim-
ply in terms of sheer numbers, e.g., the ubiquitous viruses, 
bacteria, insects, and fishes. And despite their astonish-
ing success over countless millions of years, all of the past tri-
lobites, ammonites, and dinosaurs are now extinct. The phi-
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Fig. 12. Nietzsche Envisions A New Philosophical Anthropology (Illustration).
Fig. 13. Nietzsche & Time (Illustration).
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losopher argued that Darwin’s blind species-struggle of the 
masses for existence in terms of adaptation and survival now 
needed to be replaced by his own discovery of the individu-
al-struggle of a few for self-creation and excellence. He saw 
the explanatory mechanism of natural selection as merely 
accounting for the quantity of species within organic his-
tory. But (for him), it is a vital force that increases the quality 
of life-forms throughout progressive biological evolution. 
Nietzsche held that nature is essentially the will to power.[x] 
Evolving life is not only the struggle for existence, but also, 
and more importantly, it is the ongoing striving toward ever-
greater complexity, diversity, multiplicity, and creativity. In 
short, his vitalism had substituted Darwin’s adaptive fitness 
with the creative power to overcome obstacles that threat-
en existence. As such, for Nietzsche, Darwin’s explanatory 
mechanism of natural selection is necessary, but not suffi-
cient, to account for creative evolution.
Reminiscent of Wagner’s Ring operas, Nietzsche’s process 
philosophy held that the evolution of organisms had its ori-
gin in primordial slime, but our species now stands high and 
proud at the summit of the pyramid of life. Even so, he saw 
a natural tendency for the human animal to evolve toward 
common mediocrity. However, through the will to power, 
each superior individual has both the potential to master his 
Fig. 14. Eternity (Illustration).
or her own life (thereby overcoming both nihilism and pes-
simism) and the intellect to actualize creative activity.
Nietzsche taught the historical continuity between other 
animals (especially the chimpanzees) and human beings. 
Nevertheless, he did assert that some individuals will rise 
far above the beasts, including beyond our own species, but 
this will only occur in the distant future. Furthermore, if hu-
mankind has ascended from remote fossil apes, then why 
should it not be followed by an even higher form of life yet 
to come? Just as the ape had been surpassed by our species, 
so will humankind be surpassed by a future form of life. Ac-
cording to Nietzsche, our biological species is the meaning 
and purpose of the earth at this time, because it is the arrow 
pointing from the past ape to the future overhuman; this ex-
alted but unimaginable superior being will be as intellectu-
ally advanced beyond the present human animal as our spe-
cies is now biologically advanced beyond the lowly worm! 
Nietzsche wrote: “What is the ape to our species? A laughing 
stock, a thing of shame. And just the same shall our species 
be to the overhuman: a laughing stock, a thing of shame. 
You have made your way from the worm to man, and much 
within you is still worm. Once you were apes, and even yet 
man is more of an ape than any of the apes. . . . Behold, I 
teach you the overhuman! The overhuman is the meaning 
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of the earth. Let your will say: The overhuman shall be the 
meaning of the earth!”[xi] 
Aware of the inevitable changes in the human world, Ni-
etzsche envisioned the emergence of a new philosophical an-
thropology, i.e., the appearance of a future human world with 
new values far above and beyond those entrenched values that 
are held by our species today. No doubt, in the distant future, 
our descendants will exist in a world that is far beyond even 
Nietzsche’s incredible imagination. Even so, between our spe-
cies of today and the overhuman of the distant future, there is 
the creative higher human which has been represented so far 
by only a few extraordinary creative geniuses, e.g.,  Goethe, 
Beethoven, and Leonardo da Vinci (among several others). 
Evolution has yet to produce an overhuman on this planet.
Nietzsche took time seriously on all levels of existence, from 
organic evolution to cosmic history.  As with Wagner, Ni-
etzsche did not foresee a final end-goal or an ultimate ome-
ga-point for human evolution on earth or elsewhere. Yet, 
Nietzsche was intoxicated by the concept of eternity; his cos-
mology embraced all past-time and all future-time within a 
single idea.  His metaphysics is grounded in the eternal re-
currence of this exact universe; an awesome concept derived 
from extending Heraclitus’s idea of the circular flux of real-
ity to an all-embracing dynamic cosmology. For Nietzsche, 
nature itself is an infinite series of identical finite cosmic cy-
cles! As such, there is no progressive evolution from universe 
to universe. One is reminded of the oscillating model of this 
universe in modern science: a cosmos that expands and con-
tracts forever. This eternal oscillation of identical universes 
precludes both any evolution from cycle to cycle and any ulti-
mate end (final goal) for the evolving cosmos. Consequently, 
Nietzsche’s cyclical cosmology represents Being as Becom-
ing (existence as process), and its teleological evolution from 
slime to the overhuman within each cycle is strictly deter-
mined through metaphysical necessity. However, Nietzsche 
himself did not present a rigorous interpretation of organic 
evolution that is comprehensive, consistent and coherent.[xii] 
Even so, he realized that the human animal is not a fixed end 
in biological history.
Wagner and Nietzsche had taken time, change, and evolu-
tion seriously. And, both were acutely aware that this universe 
is totally indifferent to human existence. In fact, Nietzsche’s 
basic ideas are implicit in Wagner’s Ring operas: the death of 
god, re-evaluation of all values, will to power, future overhu-
man, and eternal recurrence. Götterdämmerung ends with the 
destruction of the gods and goddesses, which foreshadows Ni-
etzsche’s startling claim that “God is dead!” As such, Wagner’s 
end of all terrestrial gods and goddesses became Nietzsche’s 
death of the transcendent God. Throughout the Ring cycle, 
traditional values are repeatedly challenged, e.g., the love be-
tween the twins Siegmund and Sieglinde challenges the tra-
ditional concept of marriage. The Ring includes several char-
acters who clearly display a will to power in terms of desiring 
to possess the magic Ring in order to become master of this 
universe; this will to power is manifested in Alberich, Wotan, 
Mime, and Hagen. Siegfried represents a higher human being, 
and therefore he foreshadows the coming of an overhuman. 
Finally, Wagner’s mythic cosmology represents a cycle which 
could endlessly repeat itself, as in Nietzsche’s metaphysical 
speculation of the eternal recurrence of this same universe.
One may argue that, in the philosophy of both Wagner and 
Nietzsche, time as evolution is the quintessential aspect of 
cyclical reality. In fact, Wagner’s cycle  Der Ring des  Nibe-
lungen exemplifies the struggle of different life-forms (from 
dwarfs and giants to humans and gods) to adapt and survive 
in a changing world. Likewise, Nietzsche’s book Thus Spake 
Zarathustra presents his major ideas on cosmology and values 
grounded in a dynamic view of all existence.
Interestingly enough, Nietzsche died in 1900, not living into 
the twentieth century that witnessed those military wars and 
intellectual battles which resulted from an ongoing re-evalu-
ation of all values. The struggle for existence still continues, 
not only in the organic realm, but also in the human world. 
Change embraces both geological structures and biological 
species, as well as societies and cultures. And in the organic 
flux of earth history, few life-forms escape extinction (al-
though new species have continuously emerged through on-
going biological evolution).
Today, controversy still surrounds the works of Wagner and 
Nietzsche, just as it does the fact of evolution. Traditions re-
sist changes in ideas, beliefs, values, and perspectives. Wag-
ner and Nietzsche were painfully aware of this resistance to 
change. Yet, scientific progress has confirmed the recent and 
vulnerable evolutionary position of our own species within 
cosmic nature.
In this century, the converging human world is resulting in the 
ongoing clashes among societies with their different cultures 
(especially in terms of opposing beliefs). Wagner portrayed 
the clash of values in his Ring tetralogy. Of special significance 
is the sharp contrast between duty (Wotan) and inclination 
(Brünnhilde); Wagner’s romanticism favoured human emo-
tions over godly laws. Nietzsche saw the evolution of human 
values from the present slave morality of the masses, with 
their false ideas and pointless activities, to the future master 
morality of superior individuals, with their enlightened ideas 
and creative activities free from stagnant and oppressive me-
diocrity. Superior individuals create their own values beyond 
traditional good and evil. But just as some earlier (lower) 
life-forms still exist, e.g., the sharks and cockroaches, so the 
wretched last man will inhabit this planet, along with the no-
ble overhuman, until the end of the earth. The last man may 
be seen as an example of devolution in our species, in sharp 
contrast to the future overhuman which is the ultimate goal of 
human evolution.
Finally, today one  may  enjoy both attending Wagner’s Ring 
operas and reading Nietzsche’s Zarathustra ideas. Both  vi-
sions of reality embraced the evolutionary framework, while 
holding an analytic  mirror to the human situation.  Both 
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Fig. 15. Creation (Illustration).
works offered subtle and bold interpretations of dynamic ex-
istence. Yet, Wagner had not speculated on what would follow 
after the destruction of this world.  For Nietzsche, however, 
the end of this evolving universe is followed by another finite 
but identical cosmic cycle. 
Although Wagner’s Siegfried is a heroic character, he is nev-
ertheless merely a human being who never progresses be-
yond the human level of  existence. In fact, his tragic death 
ends the race of human beings. However, in sharp contrast, 
Nietzsche’s overhuman is a superior being of the future who 
has evolved far beyond the “human, all too human” level of 
existence.
With the will to evolve and dynamic integrity, and  in terms 
of ongoing advances in nanotechnology and bioengineering, 
scientists will more and more be able to enhance our own spe-
cies. Continuous human intervention allows for an emerging 
teleology that will eventually result in the designing of a trans-
human, i.e., the appearance of the new species Homo futuren-
sis. Even further changes to this new species will result in the 
emergence of the posthuman as a new genus that represents the 
immortal cosmic-overbeing, i.e., the realization of Nietzsche’s 
future overhuman as an entity as superior to our present genus 
as it is superior to the past lowly worm! This biotechnic form 
will be an entity capable of existing among the stars.
Obviously, neither Richard Wagner nor Friedrich Nietzsche 
EPILOGUE: SOME FINAL THOUGHTS
could have considered the possibility of exobiology and exo-
evolution. Their evolutionary viewpoints, even as advanced as 
they were, are limited only to planet earth. Nevertheless, in a 
creative universe, they each saw creative evolution resulting in 
the emergence of a creative human being.
In 2016, the opera world celebrates the 140th anniversary 
of the first-ever complete production of the four-part Ring 
cycle production which was presented in Richard Wagner’s 
own festival-theater in Bayreuth, Germany, in 1876. Both the 
Ring operas and the festival-theater had been made possible 
through the extremely generous patronage of King Ludwig II 
of Bavaria. In fact, Friedrich Nietzsche himself had attended 
Bayreuth for the first Ring cycle festival (the elder composer 
and the young philosopher had been friends for ten years).
The best audio CD version of Der Ring des Nibelungen remains 
the splendid ground-breaking first-ever complete recording 
conducted by Sir Georg Solti and now available in a super de-
luxe edition from Decca (2012). An impressive DVD video 
version of the complete Ring cycle is the Meropolitan Opera’s 
traditional production conducted by James Levine and still 
available from Deutsche Grammophon (2002).
Over the years, Prof. Dr. Dr. H. James Birx has attended nu-
merous productions of Wagner’s Ring operas, from Bayreuth, 
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Berlin, Munich, Vienna and Weimar to Boston, Chicago, New 
York City, Seattle and Toronto.; Das Rheingold is his favor-
ite music-drama. He has also  edited Nietzsche’s Thus Spake 
Zarathustra  and visited the philosopher’s major work sites 
in Germany and Switzerland. Some of the insights and ideas 
within this article were first expressed by Prof. Birx in several 
presentations that he has given for The Image conference at 
Imperial College London in 2015 and for the Faculty of Phi-
lology at the University of Belgrade in 2011, 2013, and 2014.
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